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About This Content

Take On Noisecontrollers is an entirely free DLC for Take On Helicopters.
Fusing two seemingly disconnected worlds, it is one of the first forays of hardstyle music into gaming.

The exciting collaboration between DJ and producer duo Noisecontrollers and Bohemia Interactive, has produced a fun
expansion for everyone to enjoy.

Take On Noisecontrollers includes 14 new Time Trials, virtual recreations of the Noisecontrollers themselves (Bas Oskam &
Arjan Terpstra), themed Light helicopter liveries, and last but not least: a 30-minute exclusive DJ mix!

Key features

Paint Schemes – Fly around using several new paint schemes for the Light helicopter

Tough Time Trials – Beat the best times and the special Noisecontrollers time, in 14 new races.

Hardstyle Music Channel - Get a preview of the E=nc2 debut album in an exclusive mix.

The Noisecontrollers – Meet Bas and Arjan as virtual characters

Owners of Take on Helicopters will automatically download this content the next time they update their game.
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Title: Take on Helicopters - Noisecontrollers
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP

Processor:Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT or ATI Radeon 4850 with Shader Model 3 and 512 MB VRAM or faster

DirectX®:dx90c

Hard Drive:20 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible audio-card

English
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You cant mod the cars they come pre modded. If you like breakout kind of games, this is pretty superb. If you're a fan of
Crystal Castles style music, then the soundtrack is amazing!

Lots of fun at a great price (esp. when on sale!). Bought this on Early access and I feel it's already worthy of its full price. A
must buy for every Minecraft fan & child/child minded.. Very nice gameplay and mechanics! Especially when you take into
consideration that its still in ealy access!
10\/10 would recommend.. More awesomeness for an already awesome Roguelike. A complete new world to adventure in and
very well priced for the hours upon hours of game content. Def. recommended game and addon(s).. A nice game. Not too easy
and with well thought out units and levels. For just 2 bucks this gives a lot of playtime and is a nice tower defense game.. it's
just a game that hurts players. It suffers from the normal problem with Paradox games. You have to pay another hundred to get
the full experience on top of the base game. It is just to much money for what it is, even when it is on sale.
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Victory, good idea but doesnt look real.. I was very disapointed by this game, however it does deliver a few things.
1) has an actual story that you can fallow
2) has verring difficulty that becomes very difficult in some stages

some really bad things is
1) the 4 factions have 0 uniqueness its just reskins
2) game can be won in just a few hours of gameplay
3) has MP potential yet has no MP mode
4) 0 replayability outside difficulty even the fee game mode is boring as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

in the end it could be worth a few bucks but outside 5 I would stay away from it.. Super Hydorah is an extremely well made
game, from its visual design to its options, and its controller support (PS4 controllers work with no hassle!). It's clear that
developers knew exactly what they wanted to do with this game, and how to make it properly. If you're looking for an extremely
polished and optimized shmup then look no further.

However, while I understand that this is probably accurate to Gradius (which was the main inspiration for this game), and
ultimately a matter of opinion, Super Hydorah is difficult to an extremely excessive degree. The developers seem to be aware of
this, and have added a lower difficulty option which lets you survive two hits by default rather than having to find a shield to
survive just one. However, using it feels more like i'm just allowed to cheat rather than actually fixing the problem.

Buy this game if you want an authentic 2D Shoot-Em-Up experience with a fresh coat of paint, but be warned that this game is
immensely punishing and not for everyone.. very fun game. the visuals are amazing and the humor is great. gameplay is fun with
multiple movesets and a good variety of enemies and ally assist cards. Really fun game! I 100% recommend you buy it if you
have not already.. For now, the best indie horror game I played by far. Deep story, great atmosphere, amazing scenario. A
brilliant little piece of art!!. This game is very hard to really review. Let me go over some quick bullet points before I go
throwing around my 2 cents.

Things that are objectively good:

-Absolutely GREAT Dev. Amazing guy and actually CARES about how his game's finished product will be.
-Frequent fixes, patches, and support all around.
-Gameplay is simple enough to get and so are the controls.
-Fairly cheap for what it is and how well it actually runs.
-Block based physics building WITH collision damage being a thing for once in these kind of games.

Now, Some things that are objectively terrible.

-Music. All of it but the main menu.
-AI (Which is being fixed in the update after this review, But I'm going to add it because I don't really know how much the AI
will be repaired.)
-Building mechanics are VERY precise. Extremely so if working to replace one block in the middle of your ship.
-Some of the art is... I hate to admit, But it's terrible. (Something I hope to be fixed soon, Granted nobody falls down the stairs
again.)
-Lacking of PASSIVE inertial dampening causes me to sometimes slam into\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and
makes me want to die a little inside.
-NO REAL CLEAR DESCRIPTION OF ANY BLOCKS EVER. Most are straight forward, But some are just 'WHAT DOES
IT DO?!'
-Drones being complete crap in battle. Really only good for repairs.

Ok, Now that those are out of the way... Let me actually go through why I would in fact recommend this game with the stuff I
said is bad.

The game itself for a lacking of a better word is rather basic, And simple too play. It's got the potential to be a master-piece
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among the titles of 'King Arthur's gold' or 'Terraria' given time and more development. It has great replay-ability if you're into
building and simple physics-y games. The mechanics of the game aren't fully flushed out yet in terms of resourcing from the
feels of things, But this is something fixed over time rather then all at once. Even 'Space Engineers' took well into months of
Dev with a whole team of people working on it to tweak it to be any \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing good at all.

It's actually very fun for being very simple. It feels fun all around for the most part and with new content being added each
update and the updates and fixes being quite small and frequent, I usually look forward to seeing the game after each update.

One of the points that I feel though is that story mode is a little lacking and lack luster, But the open sandbox play is still quite
fun.

Now, The draw backs that the game has CURRENTLY that I feel will be more influential and flushed out later are the factions.
The factions to me seem reeeeeally pointless... But I think it's not a lacking of effort, and more about needing to have more time
to really implement them.

Let me just mention the Dev though... He is actually REALLY nice and can really take, and often does, a lot of criticism. Really
what some people need to understand is that he is only ONE GUY who does pretty much everything from what I hear, And
almost never gets any outside help past some occasional forum suggestions for things he already actually has planned. Who else
can say that they alone made a game that has even HALF the good things I've mentioned above?

And with all this being said, It all really boils down to, Yes the game is fun, runs great, is done by one very fantastic guy with an
idea, and has just god awful music with an amazing, Passionate Dev whose not going to abandon his project just because some
child doesn't understand the game creation possess.

Overall, I'd say the game deserves a chance and is actually VERY MUCH WORTH the cheap price $5.

7\/10, Recommended to people who like and enjoy the simple things in games.. I cannot recommend anything using
ManiaPlanet. It completely avoids Steam's update system so downloads are slow, fail regularly, can't be paused or downloaded
without running one of the maniaplanet games.

The updates also don't combine! You'll download multiple 500+ mb updates in a row, so you can't even leave it updating.

Give it up Nadeo, ManiaPlanet is an absolutely terrible idea which ruins all of their fantastic games.. This game tricked me I
thought it would be some sort of visual novel which I guess it is but its just bad art and text straight from the book. If you have
read the story I dont see why you would want to spend money on a poorer version of it.. Valve should rip this game off the store.
Do not buy this game, they haven't updated in about a year and it doesn't look like they'll be taking it off the shelf anytime soon.
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